
Thersites 
 

My Examining Bored friend Thersites has been thinking back to the days of his youth when 

he, too, gazed at examination papers like a vulture sizing up Prometheus' liver, and vowed 

that any examiner he met on a dark night should at once commend his soul to God (if he had 

time to). Nevertheless Thersites confessed that he did develop a few useful hints for would-be 

candidates and, since examinations are approaching, thought readers of Omnibus would 

appreciate them. 

 

The throwaway proviso 

 

This suggests deep grasp of the subject and can be used in almost any essay. Try 'Virtually all 

classical literature was written by, and addressed to, men'; 'classical literature was composed 

primarily to be heard, not read'; ‘we must look at this question not in the light of our own 

culture, but of that of the Romans' (follow this with a side-swipe at Christianity and you are 

guaranteed a top scholarship at some Colleges); 'when we are talking of intellectual/poetic 

etc. development, we are talking about a very small minority of the population'; 'not only is 

our evidence scanty; the evidence that the Greeks had was also scanty' . The great thing about 

all these learned provisos is, once they have been made, they can then be totally ignored 

(because if you actually take them into account, the essay stops there). 

 

Hømer sliced 

 

True scholarship consists of reading other people's views, expounding them at great length 

and vilifying them. Consequently, always be on the lookout for batty ideas, especially if they 

emanate from Germans, and set your essay up with them, always quoting the name of the 

propounder, the book and its date, in the original if possible (never 'there is a view that...' but 

'In 1974 the great Scandinavian scholar Slyst Høvis proposed in his seminal Hømer swyt 

Hømer (Mødasahattør Press, Knorswiss 1974) that…'). Sandbag that view and you can then 

trot out the standard old stuff in From the Gracchi to Scullard and it will seem much more 

penetrating. 

 

Ginand topikon 

 

For some incomprehensible reason, scholars are always extraordinarily enthusiastic about the 

latest books and articles, irrespective of whether they bear any relation to the truth or not. A 

rapidly staling example, which you ought to use quickly, is that of ‘genres' in literature. The 

idea is that, if Horace wanted to write a poem, he went into his study (Chamber of Horace?), 

pulled out a book of genres (i.e. acceptable subjects to write about) and a list of 

accompanying commonplaces (topoi), et Robertus est tuus avunculus, rather like constructing 

a garage out of Lego. So the poor old boy had to write propemptika (poems in which he says 

goodbye to someone setting off on a journey), prosphonetika (poems in which he welcomes 

an incoming guest) etc. because this was all his book of genres allowed him to. This must 

have placed relations with his few remaining friends under a severe strain, forced as they 

were to tramp glumly all over the globe just so that Horace could bring out another slim 

volume, but it's worth a mention in an examination to show you are up with fairly recent 

thought (Thersites uses the term loosely). 

 



It is probably wise to resist the temptation to invent your own genres, though this makes an 

excellent game for wet Sunday afternoons e.g. invent a genre for someone who suffers from 

acute post-prandial indigestion (dyspeptikon); for someone who keeps dropping things 

(oopsadaisikon) etc… 

 

Un(fore)seens 

 

Essays are, of course, one thing, but unseens are definitely another. Here are some of 

Thersites' hottest tips when you cannot make head or tail of what is in front of you: Homer: 

break into a simile starting 'As when a lion/wild boar/shepherd in the mountains…' or 

describe how a spear passes through the right buttock and by some circuitous route emerges 

at the ankle, shattering the jaw, or be eloquently moving about the death of a warrior (odds-

on his father was a soothsayer who foresaw his death). 

 

Aristophanes: any word you do not know is either an unconventional position for sexual 

intercourse or a species of salted fish. Or both. 

 

Thucydides: in a speech of philosophical passage, your only hope is to drop into 

contemporary socio-political jargon using words like 'factor', 'situation' etc. and generalise 

like mad, especially about the 'interface' between the 'polarities' of skill, experience and 

innate courage vs. power, sheer numbers and the unpredictable. 

 

Vergil: Eclogues – talk wistfully about shepherds losing their farms/boyfriends, and watch 

out for people called Mopsus, Flopsus and Amyntas. Unknown words probably mean 

'tamarisk', 'reed-pipe' or 'green marshmallow switch'. 

 

Georgics – draw an analogy between ants/bees/happy rustics and the real world. All 

unknown words mean 'osiertwigs'. 

 

Aeneid – for Books 7-12, try a battle (see under Homer); for 1-6, throw in a little 

atmospheric darkness and add 'ah! unhappy!', with a reference to the future glories of Rome. 

 

Horace: something about seizing the present moment while preserving a balanced outlook 

should see you through. Watch out for references to the past, frequently featuring wicked 

Carthaginians and Roman kings. Change the subject half-way through the ode. If utterly 

stuck, quote Kipling. 

 


